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To nl] 74:]1/071'1/ fthe-fry concern:

to allow of the free passage of the p-ith, chaff,
Be it knownthat I, EDMUND Il. HORINE, of or other refuse through b_oth liights of the
Nicholasville, in the county of Jessamine and upright leg. Itis against the downwardly
State of Kentucky, have invented certain new moving iiight that the fiber first engages, and
and useful Improvements inv Fiber-Scutehers; it is then carried down beneath a second co
and I-do hereby declare the following to be a operating con veyer 9, extending over the hori
full, clear, and exact description of the inven -zontal leg of the conveyer‘S. Each of these
tion, such as will enable others skilled in the eonveyers is preferably coîmposed of spaced
art to which it appertains to make and use the apart cross-rods united by bands- or belts
same.

,
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The objects of this invention are to pro

vide in a fiber-separating machine improved
`means for disintegrating the pith or> chad
without injury to the fiber, to insure the com
plete separation of the chaif and all other ref
«usc from the fiber, to prevent the latter' from
being drawn out of its proper course of travel
by the suction or reaction ofthe fan, to pro

vide for uniformly feeding the stalks to the
machine, to so hold and crush the same as to

passed around suitable wheels or pulleys vin
such manner that conveyer 8 will have an'

upward and downward iiight in addition to

the horizontal iiights. The upper horizontal
Hight of the conveyer 8 cooperates with the

lower horizontal ñight of conveyer 9 in conf'
veying the fiber from the machine. These 70
conveyers may be operated by any ,suitablemeans (not shown) ‘applied to any one ofthe
several pulleyíshafts thereof.

.
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As it sometimes transpires that the >suction . i'

v insure perfect action of the _scu'tcliers, andrto or reaction- of the fan tends to draw inwardly

_insure the'passage of the über in straight lines some of the fiber at the lower end of open

regardless of the direction of introduction of ing 5, I form casing 3 with a series of doors

- .
'
f
10, the opening'of'which serves to-increase the
The invention will be hereinafter fully setI area of' the outlet-opening 5, and aside from
forth, and particularly pointed-out in the allowing a greater outlet for the blast the
claims.
_
danger'of the fiber being drawn' inwardly is
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 lessened orentirely removed by reason of the
is a vertical sectional View illustrating my -im- _ doors >being positioned at substantially right
lprovement. Fig. 2 is an enlarged horizontal angles to the fan-casing. In'some instances
the stalks.

25
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r sectional viewof'the scutcher and its inclos
ing' casing.' »
3 is an enlarged View of the

only one of the doors 10 may be‘opened, 85
While in others allof them needfbe. Eaeh‘door
scutcher. Fig. 4 is a side elevation. Fig. 5 is swung ona separate pivot-rod 12, mount
is a plain View. Fig. 6 ‘isa view of the stalk ed in the sides of frame 1, each rod at one

35v distributing feed-roll. -Fig. 7 is a face View of
' l the air-outlet doors ofthe fan-casing, parts

being broken away.
.ing of the feed-rolls.

Fig. 8 shows the gear
_

'

'

end being equipped with an operating-han
dle 13.

_

«

-'

14 designates the scutchers, which consist
of plates mounted in zigzag form around the

Referring to the drawings, _1 designates the fan, being preferably -set in grooves’ in the
frame, 2 the feed-table, and 3 a cylindrical _outer edges of the blades thereof-_ These

' ~ casing iixedly mounted within the frame and

plates are formed on their edges with saw-like
having a central air-inlet opening. The cas teeth 15 and are so arranged as to constantly
. ingf3 is closed permanently the greater part change their direction, being carried diago»v
ot' its circumference, -but-is cut away to form nally through the several blades, the angu
.45 an inlet-opening about on a plane with the top _larity being such thatv the plane of the_'inner-

95

of feed-.table 2, a stationary bar 4; forming the most portionsof each scutcher-plate will in
bottom of such opening. An outlet-opening tersect the outermost portions of the next
5 is. also formed in casing 3 beneath _barili to' adjacent plate. In this way all the stalks are
allow thefib'er and chad to pass from the cas uniformly acted upon, and contact is had with
_Iing under
l the action of _ fan 6.
_
This fan is* every portion of the projecting edge ofL each
concentrically mounted within casing 3.and stalk, and ev'en- if the stalks be presented -at 105
is equipped with a series of blades?. The fan an angle to theirfentrance the fiber will be
forces’the fiber-and chaff outwardly through forced down `on straight lines.
opening 5 onto a conveyer 8, so constructed as

Between the feed-table 2 and the Ybar‘4` are
l
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three revolving feed-rollers 16, against which vsuch conveyer down into the outlet-trough 24,
the stalks are held by an upper revolving'

feed-roller 17, which crushes and holds the
stalks so tightly that any deíiection thereof
'as they are being acted upon by the scutcher
teeth is impossible. Preferably the series of

10

where it is taken up by the conveyer 27 and
discharged out of the way, while the liber re~

mains in contact with the conveyer and is
drawn thereby and carried over the horizontal
leg thereof in contactwi th the second conveyer
rollers 16 and the bar 4 are mounted at their 9, and as it‘leaves the machine it is free of all
ends in adjustable plates 18, so as to regulate refuse. The conveyers 8 and 9 exert a con
the position of bar 4 relatively to the stant pull on the fiber. As before stated,
scutcher. rl‘he several rollers 16 are prefer should any of the fiber tend to be drawn backq
ably driven at differential speeds and for wardly into casing 3 the area of opening 5 75
this purpose are equipped with gear-'pinions may be increased by the opening of doors 1,0,
16“, which mesh with gear-wheels 16", as such doors when opened standing outwardly

shown in Fig. 8. The several gear-wheels
16", are shown as carried by the' roller 17,
which, as shown in Fig. 5, is operated by a
counter-shaft 16C, driven by the shaft of the
fan.
19 designates a distributing~roll located on
_feed-table 2 .in close proximity to rollers i6
and 17. This roller 19 isformed with a right
and left hand spiral 520, with the convolutions
carried in opposite directions from the cen

from the casing at substantially right angles
thereto, so as to serve’ as detlectors and pre

vent the fiber from being' drawn backwardly
into the casing.
The advantages of my invention willA be ap~
parent to those skilled inthe art. I have
found in actual practice that a machine con 85
structed in accordance therewith effects

thorough and complete disintegration and

separation of the chaff and other refuse from

ter, said spirals working just above plates the fiber, allowing the latter to be delivered '

25 21, projecting upwardly from the bottom of
feed-table 2. By this means the stalks will

be equally distributed throughout the width
of the feed-table and fed onto rollers 16, where

they will be >caught and compressed by roller
17 as they pass over the'stationary bar 4 dur
ing the cutting or sawing operation.

from the machine in lengths corresponding to
the lengths of the original stalks and in a

90

much straighter condition than it was on being _

fed to the machine. 'lv‘hc output of the ma
chine is very great, all of the fiber being re

covered, land the parts being extremely simple 95

are not liable to readily getoutof order or be
A[f it be found necessary to admit air against deranged. [twill be noted that thescutcher
the fiber as it travels over the horizontal leg of plates extend around the fan concentrically

conveyerß, aslidingdoorQQ in the top 23 of the therewith and that they are arranged with
such angularity
to insure the engagement
pose, and to prevent thi liber from adhering ofthe teeth with every portion of theproject

.35 outlet-trough 24 may be opened for this pur

to the conveyer 9 on the return flight thereof
I provide in top 23 a, screen-covered air-out

TOO

ing ends of the stalks, thereby insuring the
breaking up and removal of the woody or

let opening 25. A sliding door 2_6 is also pith'y substances in very fine pieces without ,
formed in the uprigl'lt portion of frame 1 for disintcgrating the fiber.
'
105
thepu'rpose of allowing access to the interior
l claim as my inventionY »
of the machine and also to permit any excess
1. A. liber-separating machine comprising
of air to pass out through the opening cov a stationary casing having an inlet~opening,
ered by this door: A conveyor "27 for the and an outlet-opening' below the inlet-opening,
45 refuse may be located in trough ‘24.
a rapidly-rcvolving fan mounted in said cas
In practice the fan is rotated at a high rate ing, seu teller-plates mounted concentrically on
of speed, and the rollers 16, 17, and 1f), as said fan and having teeth in their outer edges,
well as the conveyers, are driven at such

speeds as conditions may require and by such

and a conveyor passing' in close~ proximity to

said outlet-opening for receiving' the fiber

means as may be found best suited for the therefrom, such convcyer being so construct 115
purpose, the conveyers 8 and f) traveling at a ' ed as to permit the chaff and other refuse be
greater.' speed than the feed-rolls so as to exert ing forcedtherethrough b'y the blast from the

a pull o_n the fibers. 'l'he stalks after being fan,
placed on feed-table 2 are equally distributed
2. A liber-separating machlne comprising
5,5 by roller 19 over the feed-rollers 16 and held f a stationary casing having an inlet-opening,
tightly to place by the pressure-roller 17. and an outlet-opening' below the inlet-opening,
The ends of the stalks projeetingover the bar a raphily-revolving fan mounted in said cas-l
4 are acted upon by the switcher-plates 14, ing, scutcher-plates mounted concentrically
which p ,ttes serve to thoroughly break ||p`the on said fan and having' teeth in their outer

woody matter, pith, or chaff, leavingthe liber edges, said plates being arranged in zigzag 125
intact, and the centrifugal action of the fan form, with the apexes of the angular portions

will force the liber, together with the ehall'I and

thereof intersecting a common plane perpen

other refuse` out through opening 5 against dicular to the axis of rotation, and a conveyor
the ilownwarfily-moving flight of the upright moving in close proximity to said ou tlet-open
, leg ol' conveyor 8, the chatl' passing' through

ing.
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3. A liber~f=eparatingl machine eomprising' l opening', a eonveyer movabiein close proxim
'a canine' having' :m inlet-opening', a lixed har ity tosueh outlet-opening, arapidly-revolvmg
formingr the bottom oll sueh openii'ig', a series tan mounted m said easing', a series of seuteher
olI feed-rollers :uljacent to Suid har, a pressure I plates mounted at the perii‘ihery of such fan 50
>roller 'for holding' :md erunhing' the stalks l and enen-eliner the latter, such plates being'
against said Series ol’ rollers, said easinghavinlir t arranged in zigzag form and having teeth in
an outlet-opening' beneath said har, a rapidly their outer edges, a series oi' feed-rollers
rotating' fan mounted in said easing, a aerieny y adjacent Snid -fixed bar, and a pressure-roller
55
of sexueller-plates arranged coneentrieally on mounted above Said feed-rollers.
8.
A
liber-separating
machine
Ahaving`
a
said
fan
and
havingl
teeth
in
their
outer
edges,
IO
and a conveyor in Clone proximity to `Said , feed-table, a rotary Seutehen means for hold»

outlet-opening'.

l ing' the stalks while` they are being' acted upon

4. 'A Íiber-se1iarating machine eomprining i by the seuteher, a roller mounted above the
a stationary easing` having` au iulet‘opening', feed-table and means coopera-ting with Such
and an outlet-opening' beneath said inlet~open~ Aroller for equally distributing the stalks to
ing. a riuiiivlly-rew)lying `l’an within said eaâing, Said holdin“ wenns.
9. A

sexueller-plates mounted on Said >l’zn'nand means

` -

~ :separating machine having` a

feed-table, z; l nary seuteher, ineens for hold

for preventing4 the liber from beine' drawn

the stalks whiie they are being' acted upon
inwardly through Said outlet-(mening by the ing
by the seuteher7 and a roller mounted above
v
.
i right and left hand Spiral
5.2i; liber-separa'Ling` machine eon'ipriaing said table havi

Suction or remztionl ol’ the fan.

a stationary casing' having an inlet-(mening, extending' from . Center to each end.
lt). À liber«operating machine having' a
and an outlet-opening' beneath said inlet-open
ing', a rapidly-revelvine' l’an within said easing. feed-table, a rotary seuteher, means for holdl 70
ing the Stalls while they are being' aeted upon
25' scuteher-plates mounted on said fain and a by the seuteher, a roller mounted above `Said
series of detieetors mounted on said canine;
beneath Said outletdipei'ling‘ tor preventing' the Í table.- having' a4 right and left hand spirai eri»
liber from being;P drawn through said outiet- 1 teniilingg from its center to eaeh end, and guide~
opening by the `@notion or reaction of tle tan. l platen~ ext-ending' upwardly 'from the bottoni 75
(S. A liber-'Separating machine comprising l 'ol’ th(I feed-table beneath said roller.
a stationary casing having' an inlet-opening', l l1. ln a liber-separatinej machine, a- easing'
i

i

andan outlet-opening' beneath said inìet~open- y having' an inlet-opening, ‘feed-rollers,A an
i

l

ing, a rapidly-revo]ving, fan within said easing', i, upper roller for holding and eruehing' the
Seutcher-plntes mounted on said l’an, audi stalks against said rollers;` seuteher-plates
' rotating' in the direction of their lengths, a
35 :i Series ot' doors for increasing the area of l fan, and Conveyors traveling at a higher
Said
being'outlet-(meinung
at substantiaiiy
saidrighi'l
doorsmieles
when to
opened
said speed than the i’ee<l-rollers for exerting n. pull
casing and acting' as de?ieetors for preventing' on the liber.
ln testimony whereof l have signed this
the fiber from being drawn inu'nrdly through
speeilieation
in th(l presence oll two Subscrib
said Outietepening' by the suetion or reaction i
of the fan.

` ing; witnesses.

7. A liber-selmlratiile' maehine eoniprisilmr

ICDN U N l) E. iiORlNE.

a circular easing' having' an inlet-opening, a l

fixed bar forming' the bottom oll such inlet
45 opening', an outlet-opening beneath sueh har,
means for increasing' the area ol' sueh outlet

_
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